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My career began when I was eight, when I won the American 

Automobile Association’s poster contest. For a second-

grader, it was a huge deal. I took art seriously from then on.

I’ve worked as a professional designer since 1985. I have 

spent years honing my craft for all types of media. I’ve been 

instrumental in startups and corporations in many industries.

I have been called a jack-of-all-trades. I think that fits—I 

prefer broad strokes. I think about the whole enchilada.         

I like taking a brand to a higher level to see how far it can 

go. Startups especially need someone who can take what 

they have and make it look and feel seasoned. That attracts 

interest—and dollars.

I am comfortable and experienced in most kinds of design 

environments—the studio, the startup, the small company, 

the home office, and the mega-corporation. I value excellent 

communication and humor—a success quotient in any work 

environment. And I believe in keeping promises.

I love talking about big ideas. What’s yours?

The indispensable Bic Banana Ink Crayon
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BFA, Interior Architectural Design, 1985
California College of the Arts

formerly California College of Arts and Crafts

Background

www.dandesigner.com

Brands I’ve polished:

AlwaysOn
American Film Institute
American President Lines
AOL Time Warner
AstraZeneca
Atomz
Avid
Bay Area Air Quality Mgmt. District
BASMAA
Broadband Mechanics
Business 2.0
Chevron
Chiron
Coyote Point Systems Inc.
Different Fur
Dow Jones and Company
Education Partners
EMI
Epylon.com
ESPN
Gefinor
Generate Inc.
Get Relevant
Hewlett-Packard
Iconocast.com
Interop
Intuit
Jay Ward Productions
Kid Scoop
Knott’s Berry Farm
MAXSTRAT
Mission Critical Computing
Musit
National Managed Health Care Congress
NetDay
Networld+Interop
Ono-Sendai Corporation
Oracle
Organizational Learning Systems Inc.
OSC Software
Pocket Science
PS|Ship
Reader’s Digest 
Red Dot Interactive
Red Herring
Restoration Timber
Sega
Seybold
Siemens
SkillTech
Softbank Expos
Sun Microsystems
Technology Credit Union
Technology Performance Management
Stonepath Group
US Handball Association
US Investment Report
Wall Street Journal
Wall Street Source
WebInnovation
Wells Fargo Bank
Windows Watcher
Wintis
Zacks
ZDTV
Ziff Davis

LinkedIn career summary:

I am an award-winning designer 
with extensive experience 
creating comprehensive brands 
for companies of all sizes. I have 
measurably created and enhanced 
brand equity by designing 
attractive products and the 
marketing initiatives that promote 
them. My background includes 
hands-on design work and the 
effective management of the many 
resources required to extend 
brands to profitability.

Industries:

Architecture
Banking

Broadcast television
Business intelligence
Business publishing

Children’s publishing
Computing and hardware

Construction products
Educational software

Enterprise software
Entertainment

Events
Investment and finance

Marketing
Media production

Medical
Nonprofit
Pharma

Shipping
Social networking

Sports
Training

Video gaming
Virtual reality

Places I’m at:

LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/in/danlynchdesigner

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/daniel.james.lynch

Commercial design Web site:
www.dandesigner.com

Fine art Web site:
www.hearthworks.net

E-mail:
daniel.james.lynch@gmail.com

Phone:
978.415.9540

Location:
Stow, Massachusetts

Global coordinates:
42°25'43.34"N, 71°30'41.23"W

Creative stuff I do:

ASP interface design
Brand identity

Caricature development
CBT interface design

Compositing and animation
Consumer product design

Creative management
E-books and electronic publishing

Fine art and painting
Hardware product design

Iconography
Illustration

Informational graphics
Interactive DVD design

Logo development
Making bland things cool

Online advertising and promotion
Photography

Presentations
Press kits

Print advertising
Product data sheets

Public service announcements
Signage

Social network mapping design
Storyboarding

Voice-overs
White papers

Wireframing and prototyping

College:
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Sp3d was a boutique design agency founded in 1997 
by me and Marc Senasac in San Francisco. We were colleagues at Ziff Davis.

Sp3d had a large client roster and a staff of six. We produced award-
winning designs for Web, television, radio, audio, and print as well as 
esoteric media like bank ATM screens.

My role at Sp3d was creative director. I was responsible for the design    
and the branding of all our client projects. My role juggled designing and  
project management.

I designed materials for a lot of industries and brands. The pages that  
follow show just a fraction of our work at Sp3d.
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I just looked up the word creative in the dictionary and found Dan 
Lynch’s picture. And there was even a cross-reference to the word 
insightful. Seriously, I’ve had the pleasure of working with Mr. Lynch 
on many projects over the past decade—ranging from the big and 
complex to the small and complex. The common denominator was that 
Dan made it simple in his characteristically elegant and effortless way. 
A designer by trade and temperament, Dan is a cornucopia of ideas. 
His flashes of insight are like sudden climactic occurrences: you need 
a bucket to collect them all. By far it is his integrity that shines through. 
With Dan, the client comes first and the problem gets solved. What 
remains is the work and its legacy. It’s original, smart, edgy, sometimes 
humorous or ironic, and always dead-on in its execution. All I can say   
is hire this man now before your competitor does!

Working with Dan at Sp3d was a refreshing and rewarding experience 
for me. It was great to have a creative director with that unique 
combination of brand and marketing insight and raw creative talent.  
Dan was capable of developing brands that were fresh and familiar at 
the same time—brand creative and messaging that evoked trust upon 
first encounter and that was always tied to the unique DNA of the 
company with which we were engaged. 

Dan Lynch embodies every aspect of contemporary design 
development. More importantly, Dan defined and redefined the concept 
of a working partnership in our time together at Sp3d. He was, and 
remains, more than a colleague in his constant drive for better design, 
happier clients, and motivated employees. Dan has the great ability to 
maximize the strength of a team. At the same time, he has the foresight 
and the skill to reference autonomy when circumstances demand. He 
constantly succeeds with the highest honors either way. Dan has been 
a top-tier business partner in every sense of the term, and I can give the 
highest recommendation possible.

Marc Senasac
Senior Music Engineer, Sony Computer Entertainment America
(formerly Founder and Managing Partner, Sp3d Inc.)

John Kraft
Marketing Consultant, Autodesk, Inc.
(formerly Vice President, Media Strategy, Sp3d Inc.)

“

“

“

”

”

”Eric Swartz
President and Founder, The Byline Group, Tagline Guru and Great Destinotions
(formerly a messaging and idea consultant to Sp3d Inc.)
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TV advertising: “Spare the Air”

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Creative on every level. Sp3d was commissioned to conceive, 

design, and produce a 30-second television spot for “Spare the 

Air” in San Francisco. I created a series of cartoon characters and 

hand-drawn scenes for animation.

 

Screenshots from broadcast advertisement

Sp3d Inc.
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Character development
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Print advertising: 

Coyote Point Systems Inc.

Less is more. Coyote Point Systems provides 

enterprise-class load-balancing traffic management 

solutions. Sp3d conducted a brand audit to form 

the right message and design for a print advertising 

campaign focused on information technology managers.

Ad concept options

Sp3d Inc.
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Web site design: 

Seybold Seminars

Article and home pages
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Tapping banking’s hidden audience: Wells Fargo Bank

ATM awareness project for the Wells Fargo Cross Channel Distribution and Marketing Group.      

Wells Fargo commissioned Sp3d to develop engaging advertising to get the attention of its ATM customers, 

who were tuning out the seven-second “Please Wait” screen—valuable cross-channel messaging real estate.

Selection of ATM ad treatments with notes

Sp3d Inc.
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Sp3d developed 12 ad treatments that were produced for testing. This work was vastly different from any previous ATM ads at Wells Fargo. From our study, the client learned more about what people notice during ATM transactions. We provided Wells Fargo with a direction for developing future ATM advertising.
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Branding heritage: 

Wells Fargo

Historical Services

Deep roots. Wells Fargo has a 150-year 

history in California, having played a major 

role in the state’s early development. The 

company’s archives are overflowing with 

artifacts from California’s past.

History was a powerful metaphor for 

promoting the bank’s brand as timeless 

and trustworthy. We worked with historical 

services to produce many materials that 

drew on Wells Fargo’s historical relevance.

Books and posters

Brochure

Sp3d Inc.
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Branding a popular

business pub—twice! 

Business 2.0
Moving up. Sp3d designed and 

managed graphic production of 

the original Business 2.0 Web site, 

owned by Imagine Media. When AOL 

Time Warner bought the magazine, it 

retained us to redesign and rebrand 

the entire Web site.

AOL Time Warner’s Business 2.0 Web site

Imagine Media’s Business 2.0 Web site

E-business parts list Flash application

Advertising
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TV advertising: “When Ants Invade”

A Telly Award–winning PSA

Pesticides kill bugs—and everything else! Sp3d was commissioned 

to conceive, design, and produce a 30-second television public service 

announcement and billboard campaign for the Bay Area Stormwater 

Management Agencies Association (BASMAA). Concepts that promoted 

responsible insecticide use were presented on storyboards. We created 

the TV ad by blending photo compositing and 3D animation.

Screenshots from broadcast advertisement

Sp3d Inc.
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2000 Telly Award! Storyboards

Billboard advertisement
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Polishing old wood: 

Restoration Timber
A beautiful brand. Sp3d was commissioned 

to design an identity and marketing package 

for a reclaimed-wood company. Most of the 

wood comes from old barns. We used turn-of-

the-century art and craftsmanship associated 

with the Shaker movement as metaphors for 

seasoned, high-quality wood.

Direct-mail and product catalog

Sp3d Inc.
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Company Web site

Brochure
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Education procurement:

Epylon.com
Cutting education costs. Sp3d worked 

with Epylon.com to reach the education-

purchasing market with trade advertising 

and direct mail.

Direct-mail piece with a real nutcracker—and a pop-up invitation

Ads

Sp3d Inc.
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Free is sorta...illegal? The Musit

Remember Napster? The free MP3 craze of 2000 found expression in the 

form of the Musit—a device that had a cellular Web connection to a dedicated 

Napster interface. Music could be had for free from anywhere! Woo-hoo! And 

we all know what happened to Napster…

Sp3d provided product design, interface design, branding, and viral marketing.

Product prototype and interface design

Online advertising

Logo and Web site

Product testimonial video

Product
mockup
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Streamlined shipping:

PS|Ship
Ship it! PS|Ship is a Web application 

that enables easy management of the 

shipping process for legal firms.

Sp3d designed the entire brand—logo, 

data sheets, brochures, direct-mail 

collateral, presentation info-graphics, the 

software interface, and the tagline.

Application interface design

Product logo

Info-graphic

Sp3d Inc.
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Pharma event:
AstraZeneca

Call the experts! ZDTV

Making the connection. This 

commission was for an event brochure 

and a splashy animation for introducing 

the keynote speaker.

As seen on ZDTV! Sp3d created the 

Web sites of two tech-talk television 

shows for the fledgling ZDTV network. 

Keynote animation storyboard

Event brochure
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Broadband Mechanics is a social-networking and blogging 

platform company formed by Marc Canter. Considered one of 

the founders of multimedia, Mr. Canter co-founded MacroMind          

in 1984. It became Macromedia in 1991.

I was the creative director, and I developed ASP interfaces to 

enable software products, services, and Web sites to become 

social using open standards-based technology. My primary role 

was working with Mr. Canter to develop conceptual wireframes 

into finished designs for production in India.

Working with a visionary:

Marc Canter, co-founder of Macromedia

Marc Canter, founder of Broadband Mechanics
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MyColdplay:
Branded social 
networks for 
EMI’s artists

MyColdplay.com was a 
prototype next-generation 
social-networking project 
for EMI. Music fans 
would be connected to 
one another through the 
site. I created branded 
interfaces based on 
supplied wireframes.

Wireframes and final design
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A playland for media creators

A creative collaboration engine. I designed the identity and the 

interfaces for a prototype participatory media production portal for 

Avid. Make.TV combined elements of social networking with video 

blogging. It was a socially interactive storytelling center for filmmakers, 

editors, photographers, DJs, and musicians.

Broadband Mechanics
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Digital lifestyle aggregation

I worked directly with Mr. Canter in creating finished interface 

prototypes and identity for an open-source networking platform 

that ties together all social networks into a single meta-network 

identity hub. It included a “multivirtual file system” for centralized 

management of multiple virtual personas across multiple social 

media centers. A blogger could publish a single post across 

multiple blogs, under separate monikers, all from one place. 

People Aggregator also included customizable public and 

private pages similar to MySpace.

Broadband Mechanics
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The road to success

   started on a napkin, at a

      golf course, in a smoky bar…

“Can you help us attract investors?”

“Let’s do it!”

The meeting: From coffee-soaked idea to acquisitionGenerate Inc.

Napkin talk. I met twin brothers Tom and Darr Aley on a foggy November morning at a 

golf course in Daly City, California. After their game we had coffee at the bar, and Tom told 

me his big idea: a business intelligence product that would connect businesspeople to one 

another through a dynamic, real-time database of executives, companies, and business 

events. I sketched the interface on a coffee-stained napkin. They wanted to know if I could 

help make their idea look attractive to investors. Finishing my bagel, I said:

And isn’t smoking in bars totally illegal? Ahem.



29We got funded!

First corporate logo. Tom was carrying 

his bag to different venture capitalists to 

secure seed funding. He needed a basic 

look for his baby company. And the product 

interface needed to look professional. This 

wound up in his PowerPoint presentation 

for pitching investors.

Green and crisp. Generate was positioned 

as a premium business intelligence service 

empowered with a social-networking 

component. Generate’s business intelligence 

database was real-time. It was like selling 

organic vegetables—the product had to be fresh 

to retain maximum value. The color green on 

white and black was simple, straightforward, and 

fresh. Organic, crispy intelligence just harvested 

from rich, black soil!

First off: Some down-and-dirty branding and product front-

end development—young Generate’s first suit, tie, and loafers!

Product interface mockup
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Stealth mode: Lightning-speed product 
  development while quietly wooing new customers

Interface work. Funding 
secured, Generate had 
the resources to develop 
the product, now called 
Generate g2. I worked with 

the developers to create 
interface designs that 
could be built efficiently as 
scalable CSS templates for 

future expansion.

Generate g2 had deep data 

on millions of companies 
and executives—and 
showed how the customer 

connected to them. The 
interface needed to be 
simple to use while offering 

business intelligence from 
our proprietary dynamic 
business databases.

Generate g2 dashboard

Generate g2 company summary showing relationship-mapping interface

Generate Inc.
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First product logo: Generate g2

A company is not a product. It became apparent that calling the product the 

same name as the company was a liability. We could already see that there would be 

additional products down the road.

We hit upon the military acronym g2 as a metaphor for business intelligence. I created 

a logo that used Generate’s green along with a new blue color for product lines.
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Going public: Taking the

   stage and collecting awards

One year later Generate g2 was in place. 

It was time to take it to the stage. CEO Tom 

Aley began public introductions of Generate 

g2. Generate was a finalist at the American 

Business Awards as well as at the SIIA 

CODiE Awards. Here are some examples 

of promotional materials: banner ads, a 

landing page, and print advertising.

Banner ad promotions, registration landing page, and keynote video

Generate Inc.
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Advertisement for the SIIA brochure
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Product logos: An identity 

system for a growing family

The product multiplies! As the 

product became more robust, 

it was clear that Generate’s 

technology could be focused on 

different vertical market segments. 

The possibilities seemed endless—

as did the multiple product lines  

that would need individual branding.

An open-ended product line called 

for a standard identity system that 

would provide consistency for future 

product lines.

Generate Inc.
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Web site: Refining and extending our global brand

Prime time! Generate was marketed across the United States. We were very active at trade events 

and were getting daily press exposure. Our Web site needed to be scalable, with its own content 

management system to handle the volume of news updates.

Home page and 
typical subpage
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Metaphor on a T-shirt! I came up with the iceberg theme for our event booth—a 
metaphor showing publishers that their information had intrinsic value well beyond 
what they published online.

T-shirts

Events: The product as metaphor
Generate Inc.
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Mockup of the iceberg theme for our traveling “sidewinder” trade show display.

Events: Taking it to the stage!



Data sheets and more. 
Generate needed all its 
products explained in 
the context of the brand. 
I created a collateral 
system that was cost-
effective to produce on 
an as-needed basis. 

Folder with data sheets and business cards

Collateral: Packaging the brand
Generate Inc.
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Data sheets and backgrounders

Collateral: Packaging the brand
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Demos and prezos: 
Telling an animated 

story to big audiences

Presentations. Generate 

needed presentations and 

online demos for multiple 

product lines. All were designed 

to be leveraged across a variety 

of media—PDFs, PowerPoint 

presentations, high-resolution 

movies, and Web site delivery.

Animated demos

Generate Inc.
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GUI refinement: 
Getting the front 
end up to speed
Upgrade. Two years on, we 
needed to upgrade the Generate 
g2 graphical user interface (GUI). 
We deployed Ajax technology for 
complex data display with less 
page crowding while requiring 
less clicking for data resolution. 
The GUI’s look-and-feel was 
upgraded to be in line with brand 
refinement initiatives.

Dashboard

Executive search
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Social networking: Relationship-mapping R&D

Innovating how people connect. One of Generate’s most powerful tools was relationship 

mapping—a visual representation showing how someone might be three or fewer degrees 

away from someone else. We studied the problem from many angles, ranging from displaying 

executives and companies in an expandable tree (below) to discovering ways to depict 

relationship data in three dimensions (right).

Grouped relationship-mapping interface

Generate Inc.
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Relationship variables in dynamic 3D displaying the number of connections, relationship strength, degree proximity, and executive class
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Acquisition!
Thursday, April 17, 2008, 11:00 a.m. 

Generate Inc. was acquired by Dow 

Jones and Company.

Success at last! Now the limitations of a 

startup were removed, and we had the 

resources of a major corporation to promote 

and develop our technology. It was the best 

outcome we could hope for.

The acquisition meant that I would be  

part of an established brand and would 

need to understand it intuitively. Our work 

to date was really only just beginning at 

this point.

I am proud to say that I had a hand in 

helping Tom and Darr Aley create so 

much value in less than three years. It was 

truly a team effort—my contributions were 

only part of our success story. It was an 

exciting ride. and I hope to do it again.

2008 Software and Information Industry 

Association CODiE Awards:

Best Content Aggregation Service

Best Content Newcomer
Best Solution Integrating Content into Workflow

Best Business Productivity Solution

Best Online Business Information Service

Best Online News Service

 

Finalist, 2008 Red Herring 100 Awards

Interface Design, Dow Jones g2

Finalist, 2008 SoftwareCEO Software 

Innovation Awards

Finalist, SBANE 2008 Innovation Awards

Finalist, 2008 SoftwareCEO Awards

Second Place, Top Innovator of 2007

2007 Information Today People’s 

Choice Awards

Second Place, Top Enterprise 

Application  
2007 Information Today People’s 

Choice Awards

Finalist, 2007 American Business Awards

Acquisition announcement     

in the Wall Street Journal

Generate Inc.



Mutual respect and admiration

Dan is truly a talented professional. I worked with him for three years, 

and his work consistently impressed me. He is very creative and drove 

the development of both our product interface and key marketing 

materials. Dan had a tremendous impact for our company and was 

great to work with. I look forward to working with Dan in the future.

 Rob White
 Executive Director of Emerging Products, Dow Jones BRI

 (Formerly Vice President, Product Management, Generate Inc.)

“
”

Dan consistently redefines what it means to be a creative director. His 25 

years of unique design work provide a Renaissance man–like depth in 

marketing, Web product GUI design, and advertising that is hard to find in a 

single professional. He has an uncanny grasp of how to deliver messaging 

in a way that grabs attention. Painter, artist, photographer, Web designer, 

GUI guru, communications expert—this guy is a one-man band! 

 Darr Aley
 Vice President, Business Development and Marketing, Dow Jones BRI

 (Formerly Founder, Executive Vice President and CMO, Generate Inc.)

“
”

Dan is a talented creative director and a joy to work with! He was 

instrumental in establishing a great brand from the ground up for 

Generate. He supervised all aspects of branding the company, 

including logos, Web sites, the collateral suite, product design, 

demos, presentations, and all advertising. Dan is a great designer 

and is technically proficient. He’s great at managing multiple 

projects and working with people. He produces high-quality 

deliverables. I hope to have the opportunity to work with Dan 

again in the future. 

 Debbie Perry

 Senior Global Campaigns Manager, Hewlett-Packard Software

 (Formerly Director of Marketing, Generate Inc.)

“

”

Dan is one of the top marketing and design people I have worked with. 

His keen listening skills and understanding of what we were trying to 

achieve transferred incredibly well to the market. His layout of a GUI 

strategy and his design work at Generate Inc. was a key reason the 

company was able to attract investors, customers, and, ultimately, an 

acquirer. Dan has an incredible “do whatever it takes” work ethic and 

works through the night on deadlines if the situation demands it. He 

also has a great sense of humor—a much needed skill in entrepreneurial 

environments that are often full of pressure.

 Tom Aley 
 SVP, Managing Director, Dow Jones BRI

 (Formerly Founder, President and CEO, Generate Inc.)

“

”
Dow Jones Buys Generate  

April 17, 2008 – Dow Jones & Company an-

nounced it had acquired Maynard, Massachusetts-

based Generate Inc. for an undisclosed price. Com-

bining Generate’s patented technology (the patent 

is titled “Method of and System for Determining 

Connections Between Parties Using Private Links”) 

with the rich content within Dow Jones Enterprise 

Media Group (EMG) should significantly improve 

the ability of Dow Jones to deliver pertinent, 

authoritative information to its main B2B customer 

base. Generate’s content and technology will be 

integrated across all EMG products.

Generate is a 3-year-old company, co-founded by 

twin brothers Tom Aley and Darr Aley, that uses 

next-generation social graphing and relationship 

mapping to unlock the “who you know” within the 

enterprise and externally. It crawls 75 million Web 

sites, 25,000 media sources, and 3 million blogs 

daily to create databases on companies, executives, 

news, trigger events, and social networks. Examples 

of some of the 100 trigger events include product 

purchases, mergers, acquisitions, new investments, 

management changes, joint ventures, licensing and 

contract deals, bankruptcies, and SEC filings.

Dow Jones will form a new business unit, Business 

& Relationship Intelligence, to include Generate, 

Dow Jones SalesWorks, and Dow Jones Compa-

nies & Executives. Headed by Tom Aley, this will 

become the fourth business unit in Dow Jones EMG 

reporting to Clare Hart. The other three are Factiva, 

Dow Jones Indexes, and Dow Jones Financial In-

formation Services. Darr Aley will be vice president 

for marketing and business development of the new 

unit. All Generate employees became Dow Jones 

employees upon the company’s acquisition, and its 

offices in the Boston area and in Montreal will re-

main in operation. Pricing is not expected to change, 

according to Hart.

Hart believes the acquisition of Generate aligns 

with her group’s goal of driving intelligence into the 

enterprise. Customers want access to information 

about people and their networks. She particularly 

cited the rich, timely content about executives and 

companies and the unique web crawling capabilities 

of Generate as key factors in making it a perfect 

fit for Dow Jones. “Partnering is in our DNA,” she 

says. “And Generate will strengthen Dow Jones’ 

position within the enterprise.”

Tom Aley added, “This will take the industry by 

storm.” He noted that Generate’s technology “super-

charges” existing EMG content. Hart was particu-

larly enthusiastic about enhancing current awareness 

functionality, describing the trigger events as “alerts 
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into a
global brand

Integrating a
startup company

Our startup leaps forward

GREENTO
FROM

BLUE

Dan’s creative vision, work ethic, and ability 
to collaborate with a large, multinational 
group was a breath of fresh air. In a world of 
designer divas and egomaniacs, Dan proved 
to be everything a client wants: smart design, 
proactive, and willing to work around any 
issue. Thanks again, Dan!

Ray-Michael Peterson
Creative Director, Dow Jones and Company

“

”



Working at a startup company is like being 
a member of a select crew on a sailboat 
heading upstream. Everyone has multiple 
roles—it’s a tightly integrated team—and the 
smallest efforts matter.

After we sailed our boat upstream for 30 
months, the acquisition of Generate by Dow 
Jones and Company was like having the QE2 
pull up alongside our little boat and hoist us 
all up onto its huge deck. It was shocking, 
but it was also exciting to know that we could 
build and market our ideas with a big engine 
pushing us upstream.

For me the transition would mean immersing 
myself in an established brand and 
determining what aspect of Generate’s brand 
would continue forward. I would also be 
collaborating with a lot of new colleagues. 
I would need to expand the creative 
department to many more parallel projects 
than ever before. Budgets were bigger. 
Timelines—well, they were about the same 
as always: “We need it yesterday!” Only there 
were a lot more of them. 

My management skills would be indispensable.

BLUE
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Here
comes

the

flo
od

!
With a large team, my goal 

was to produce creative 

that is delivered on time 

and within budget and to 

be explicit about job status 

by communicating clearly. 

Creative was delivered online 

for a very virtual team.

There were so many projects! 

Most were online and print 

advertisements that required 

landing pages, HTML e-mails, 

and support collateral. I 

collaborated with the director 

of global advertising to 

produce metaphors and 

messaging for ads.

Creative management was 

combined with hands-on 

design work to produce:

• Creative briefs

• Data sheets

• Corporate Web sites

• Reference materials

• Print and Web ads

• Landing pages

• HTML e-mails

• Online newsletters

• Message concepts

• Illustration

• Creative resourcing

• Event banners

• Product demos

• E-book design

• Logo and icon design

• Stock photo purchasing

• Animated presentations

• Style guide development

“Creative Server” dashboard for 

delivering and maintaining projects

Lots of projects!

                   
 Quality+Quantity          

Managing and producing

creative design for the enterprise

Dow Jones
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Advertising: Edison
Our new group at Dow Jones, 

Business and Relationship Intelligence, 

advertised extensively in the Wall 

Street Journal print edition as well as 

on several business Web sites such as 

ModernSelling.com, MyCustomer.com, 

and BizJournals.com.

For the Wall Street Journal, it was 

important that a theme be developed for 

consistency among different ads. Dow 

Jones g2 was a product that would help 

businesspeople break through a tough 

economic climate. The ads featured 

historical figures who were identified 

for defying convention—in this case, 

Thomas Edison.

Landing page and Web ads

Dow Jones
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Advertising: Darwin
In keeping with the established 
trailblazer theme, we selected Charles 
Darwin for this ad. The stippled art was 
commissioned from Kevin Sprouls, the 
originator of the Journal’s famous pen-
and-ink drawings. All ads included an 
online landing page where an e-book 
could be downloaded upon registration. 
I conceived of the headline and the 
theme for this piece.

Web banner ads
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E-book design and promotion:
Prospecting by showcasing our expertise 

in social networking for the enterprise

E-books are an excellent way to convey expertise and value to the marketplace. 

And they’re a great way to build prospects because acquiring an e-book requires 

registration. E-book projects involve many professionals—the ghostwriter, the marketer, 

the illustrator, and the designer. I was involved in the design of all aspects of e-books, 

which were published as PDF downloads.

E-book design

Dow Jones
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Web ad, illustration, 
and landing page

E-book promotion. E-books were 

promoted in multiple channels. Most often 

our target audience was online, where we 

ran advertisements. We also promoted 

e-books directly to our growing prospect 

e-mail list.

A typical online advertisement is shown at 

left. Usually, there were multiple formats 

for each ad. I designed and produced the 

photo illustration shown in the materials.
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Getting the Web out! Corporate Web site, online 

newsletters, iPhone icon, Web ads, and landing pages

After the acquisition we needed to upgrade the Generate Web site ASAP! The Generate design was scalable, 

so the rebranding was quickly accomplished. The “Phase 2” Web site design featured interactive tools to 

allow visitors to test-drive Dow Jones’s extensive business data network.
Web site designs

Dow Jones
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The quarterly newsletter 

design is shown at right. 

One of the many online ads 

shown is for Dow Jones 

Sales Triggers for the Apple 

iPhone. Along with the ad 

is its corresponding landing 

page, shown below, I also 

produced the icon used for 

Sales Triggers for the iPhone 

to Apple’s specifications.




